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Automatic picture recognition with Hairy root networks 
 

 
Characterization of morphological development and secondary metabolite production in plant tissue complexes 

 

The picture data of plant tissue complexes taken from Hairy roots of  

beetroot acquired with the experimental tripod has been analyzed with 

the automatic picture recognition algorithm WimTube by Wimasis 

GmbH. Temporal sequences for the development of different 

parameters of the Hairy root networks have been created. In a first data 

interpretation step it was possible to verify that the number of 

branching points of the Hairy root networks follow an exponential 

function. The gained data is basis for the calibration of a structured 

growth model for Hairy root organ complexes. 

Figure 1: camera tripod 

Figure 2: automatic picture recognition (dye concentration, segments etc.) 

For the characterization of the 

growth performance the changes 

in the morphology of the Hairy 

root organ complex have been 

documented over the cultivation 

period with photos of the root 

networks on the agar plates every 

12 hours (see Fig. 1). The acquired 

pictures have been evaluated 

using a customized picture recog-

nition solution. Monitored para-

meters were e.g. number of 

branching points, length of single 

segments and total biomass. 

The production of plant target metabolites with Hairy root organ 

complexes is a promising and innovative method. However already 

established production environments such as the bubble column 

bioreactor are based mainly on experimental knowledge. 

For further optimization of these production systems a systematic 

analysis of the root growth as well as fundamental knowledge 

about the temporal development of the morphology and the 

development of local concentrations of the secondary 

metabolites is necessary and basis for mathematical models. 
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